COLLEGE MAY HAVE STRING GROUP HERE

Dr. Candlyn May Form Student Quartet To Take Place Of Orchestra

ORCHESTRA MOVE FAILS
Students Must Hold In Words For Same Concert By October 15

A string quartet may be organized for the fall semester by Dr. Frederick H. Candlyn, instructor in music, said this week.

The proposed movement hopes to direct into the quartet the interest manifested last week in the organization of a symphony orchestra.

Not sufficient students interested in organizing an orchestra attended the meeting Monday to discuss the problem, Dr. Candlyn explained.

Only nine instruments would be needed to form a symphony orchestra. These include two violins, one viola, one cello, and one double-bass. Dr. Candlyn feels that a fair number of students would be interested in a symphony orchestra, if a meeting was held for this week to enroll them, he said.

The development of a communication published in last week's issue, in which a junior urged the advisability of a symphony orchestra, the move last week speeded up in prospecting the possibility of organizing such an orchestra.

"October 15 is the last day for the submission of priority requests for the first round council is sponsoring in connection with the new State College song book," Miss Conklin said today. Tin song writers for the 1929-30 year will be announced for the coming Friday, she said.

The new move included plans for a meeting in the music building, and standard sacred and popular songs.

NEW SORORITY ELECTS KRUGER AS PRESIDENT

Formation of a new sorority is an event that will be known as Sigma Alpha. It was announced today by Miss Conklin as a chapter of the national organization.

The new sorority will consist of three freshmen, 13 sophomores, 11 seniors, and 18 juniors.

In a recent letter, one of the members of the junior class, Miss Conklin stated: "We are very interested in the idea of organizing a new sorority."

The new sorority will include only female members of other colleges, sororities, and student journals and standard sacred and popular songs.

WATSON TO LECTURE ON BLOCK PRINTING WEDNESDAY EVENING

Frank Watson, chairman in drawing and design at P. T. Barnum, will deliver a lecture on water color Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock in the library.

Watson, who will be assisted by 12 students in the students' union, will speak on the technique of water colors and the various methods associated with this medium.

Dr. Watson, who is associated with a number of the larger New York and New England schools, will give a 30-minute demonstration of the various methods of water color.

The lecture and demonstration will be free to all students.

KEEP THE TAX DOWN!

AN EDITORIAL

Numbers of the student association today face one of the greatest problems of the year. By voting upon the student budget today, in addition to the normal costs of running the student association, the student body is asked to subsidize the society's budget for the coming year.

The budget is not a matter of levying new taxes or altering the existing ones. The student body is being asked to contribute to a student association that has been very successful this year and is expected to continue to do so.
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THIRTEEN YEARS LATER

To make each fraction in our student organization know and appreciate all other students and to make us feel that all of fraternal regard and friendly rivalry among all, to work cooperate among ourselves and to make the story of of now separately wasted energies in the promotion of a real, distinct, and enthusiastic spirit of loyalty to State the College Newsletter.

With this aim, the State College Newsletter thirteen years ago issued the first number of the year. At that time, the Newsletter has grown through nearly all the self-helps of childhood, today it stands facing its years of years. But through all these years, the Newsletter has not lost sight of its first today. Now, after the completion of the thirty-Ninth of this publication, we restate the first declaration of our newsletter:

changing times, necessarily, have brought with them and to change the position of questions of that the Newsletter has maintained. That there is the press of publication that set forth two years ago. The present edition represents the first edition of an

In its news policy, the paper will continue to relate College affairs with an emphasis on the best standards of journalistic and to maintain the currency of information. News, always, the newspaper's ideals. Correct evaluation and more serious in a manner not only to maintain the Newsletter's policy, but also to expand its circulation. It has been

The general points of view are those adopted by the Society of Sigma Sigma Sigma. The organization has continued in its policy of working for the best interests of women.

The upperclassmen society is the Sigma Sigma Sigma. The organization has continued in its policy of working for the best interests of women. newspaper.

FRENCH PEASANT LIFE

by W.F.M.

The Turning Point of the Revolution. By Hoffman Nielson.

The sesquicentennial celebration of Burgoyne's campaign in this state is likely to afford an excellent opportunity for a new history of Burgoyne's campaign. The changing turning the point of the American Revolution. Our one of the most essential contributions to the study of the point of view in view of the American Revolution. It is also a much more complete and valuable source of information for the American Revolution than exist in the literature on the subject. The Chronicle, "Princess Comes!" it treats extensively of Burgoyne's campaign and of the French foreign policy, with the result that the struggle will be a matter of a point for more than hearing. Since announcing a change in the policy of the school period at which the author's book should be encouraged. Certainly on a not
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Arable fields are furnished in the summaries of after very few years in the life of a French peasant. The story is
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"Inasmuch as we have students, we can play the student's part" says William H. Humes, secretary of Sigma Sigma Sigma. Sigma Sigma Sigma is the junior and senior honor society for the promotion of the interests of those students who are in the promotion of the interests of those students who are
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BRITONS ACCLAIM THOMPSON VOLUME

Scottish And English Literary Magazine Hall Editor’s Work On Author


Thompson, a reviewer in the London Mercury, reports that there are no published reviews of this work. He says, “Dr. Harold W. Thompson’s book is one of a million, literally, impossible to find a dull page in it anywhere. Why have we lost the art of writing like this that must be left to posterity to answer? Perhaps we are too self-conscious. Perhaps we do not drink enough. But it is a fact that there are no twentieth century memoirs published or in sight, which suit a complete and satisfying and entertaining piece of our time as do those of Scotland in the eighteenth century.”

Scotsman Praises Writing

“Edinburgh” Scotman praises the work of the American in the field of Scottish literature for the period of Burns and Scott. “It would seem, however,” it says, “if the name and fame of this ‘Author of Taste,’ this ‘Nestor of Scottish Letters’ of the period of Burns and Scott, were kept more bright and alive in the United States, this work would seem to have nothing but a peculiar interest. In its introduction describing the society in which MacKenzie moved is a vivid piece of writing illumined with flashes of humor. He has captured the Scottish atmosphere in a remarkable degree. * * * It would be difficult to discover from internal evidence that the writer was not a Scot. * * * He has compiled a full and accurate biographical appendix, a Scot’s Who’s Who covering half a century or more and showing wonderful industry and accuracy. * * * The lack of editing was well enough tolerated and he knew how to make interesting and entertaining a variety of material which no historian of the period can afford to neglect.”

Dr. Harold W. Thompson, professor of English, whose book on MacKenzie has received favorable reviews abroad.

national states and customs is an extraordinary volume. * * *" The literary editor of the Scottish Historical Review considers Dr. Thompson’s book to be especially good. The Professor Thompson’s work as editor there is nothing but a peculiar interest. In its introduction describing the society in which MacKenzie moved is a vivid piece of writing illumined with flashes of humor. He has captured the Scottish atmosphere in a remarkable degree. * * * It would be difficult to discover from internal evidence that the writer was not a Scot. * * * He has compiled a full and accurate biographical appendix, a Scot’s Who’s Who covering half a century or more and showing wonderful industry and accuracy. * * * The lack of editing was well enough tolerated and he knew how to make interesting and entertaining a variety of material which no historian of the period can afford to neglect.”

Finesse

You'll never lose a queen if you lead from a Barchburn.

You may get a grand slam from your opponent... but someday he'll wear a Barchburn too.

New Fall Barchburns $35 to $45 with extra thrower

McManus & Riley
49-51 State Street

ALLING RUBBER CO.
451 Broadway

Miraculously quiet and vibration-less, luxurious and swift, the new electrically operated S. S. California, largest American-built passenger ship, has opened a new era in ocean travel.

Electricity drives the California so efficiently that the fuel bill for the initial coast-to-coast trip was even less than the Cañon toll.

Electricity masts the winches, bakes the bread, makes the cushions and the silverware. And electricity cools the cabins and provides passengers with the comforts found in the finest hotels.

Complete electrification makes the California an engineering marvel and a commercial success; it is headed for in advance, a sister ship has just been launched, and another is under construction.

On sea or land, in every walk of life, electricity is in the van of progress. Undreamed of yesterday, the electric ship is a symbol of the electrical industry's part in modern civilization and a prophecy of even greater accomplishment.

Electricity opens a new era of ocean travel.

EVENTS OF SEMESTER PLACED ON CALENDAR

The council is negotiating for a debate with Hamilton College. The contest may be staged in the new auditorium, Klein said.

The council has issued challenges to the College of Saint Rose and to Keuka College to debate the women's varsity team here.

DEBATE TEAM WILL MEET 2 COLLEGES

Pittsburgh And Union Will Be On Schedule For Men's Forensic Squad

Union College and the University of Pittsburgh will oppose the men's varsity debate squad this year, the debate council announced today. No time has been set for the Union debate.

A challenge has been received by the Debate Society to meet public men of St. Lawrence University.

“The men's varsity debate team will meet the men's squad of the University of Pittsburgh on February 5th,” said L. M. Klein, 29, president of the debate council, announced Tuesday. “The contest will probably be conducted in Chancellor's Hall,” he said. The subject of the debate has not been chosen, according to Klein.

The council is negotiating for a debate with Hamilton College. The contest may be staged in the new auditorium, Klein said.

The council has issued challenges to the College of Saint Rose and to Keuka College to debate the women's varsity team here.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ANOUNCES OFFICERS

Mrs. Anne Bockoven de Beir, '32, was elected vice-president of the alumni association, it was announced in the recent issue of the Alumni Quarterly. The dedication of Miss Anna Randolph Kein, new head of the home economics department in the Western Maryand College at Westminster, Maryland.

Al pha rho moves

Alpha Rho has moved to 11 North Pine street from 301 Pine street.

The new home of the society was the state of the late Harry W. Topham.

Events of semester placed on calendar

Important events already scheduled on the college calendar for this semester include the Y. W. C. A. candlelight service and installation of new members, Wednesday night, October 3; junior-freshman party, Friday night, October 5; Newman club reception, Friday night, October 12; G. A. I. Indian Leader dinner, Saturday, October 13; a 25th anniversary concert in Chancellor's Hall, the Prohibition Club, Saturday, November 2; Dramatic and Art Association reception in Chancellor's Hall, Saturday, November 3; and the alumni association reception, Sunday, November 4.

The only event yet scheduled for next semester is a debate with the University of Pittsburgh, at Chancellor's Hall, February 6.

FRANCOIS TO BE HEAD OF THE FRENCH CLUB

Hercules Francois, 29, will head the French club this year, according to election returns of the organization.

Other officers are: Allen Walsh, '30, vice-president; David B. Williams, '30, secretary; Ruth E. Wheelock, '30, treasurer; and Ruth C. Washburn, '30, reporter.

Thursday L. Leffert, '30, has been appointed to purchase a flag for the club.

California, largest American-built passenger ship, has opened a new era in ocean travel.
State College News, October 5, 1928

Candlyn composes music for this number during the summer vacation period. It will probably be used by the chorus at State College this winter, he said.

During the summer, Dr. Candlyn and his family motored through Massachusetts and other New England states. They spent a week in Quebec.

Dr. Hasings Cliffs Mountains. Dr. Harry W. Hasing, chairman of the English department, spent the summer at his camp on Lake Dunmore, Vermont, fishing, resting, climbing a few mountains, and "resting for his return to the lecture desk," he said.

Dr. Risley in Vermont. Dr. Ada W. Risley, head of the history department, retired and graced in the Capital District with the opening of the Camp season, when he received teaching. After the close of the summer school, he went to Greenwood Beach, Maine, and Lake Winnisquam, Vermont.

Professor Thompson on Choir. Dr. Harold W. Thompson, professor of English, taught in the summer session. He delivered several addresses before the annual meeting of the National Association of Organists at Portland, Maine, on "The Voluntary Choir."

Baker in Baseball League. Ruth Isabel Baker, instructor in physics, spent the summer at her home in Saratoga. She also visited Maine.

Dr. Adna H. Risley, head of the history department, spent the summer at her home in New Jersey league. After breaking his finger in a game, he returned to Albany.

Mrs. Feusten (Mrs. Thomas E. Feusten) in Vermont. Mrs. Queenie Honner Feusten, instructor in history, continued her studies at State College during the summer session. She also toured Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecticut, visiting places of historic interest.

Miss Rowley Summers at Saratoga. Miss Hazel Richler, instructor in physics, spent the summer at her home in Saratoga. She also visited Maine.

Newman announces Counsellors for '32. The new officers of Newman club during this year are: Anne Stafford, 29, president; Marie Lynch, 29, vice-president; Jane Cooney, 29, secretary; Katherine Michaelis, 29, treasurer; and Catherine Broders, 29, reporter.

The counsellors for the year are: Junius McInerny and Mary Flott, seniors; Anne Moore and Clara Williams, juniors; Francis Coonan and Eleanor Ketler, sophomores. The junior counsellors for the freshmen are: Jane Farrell, Louise Decker, Frances Dole and Elida Robins.

Plans are being made to be announced for a business meeting of the freshmen section and a visit to the shrine at Aveurville. Membership cards may be obtained from any officer or counsellor, according to Miss Stafford.

Seventeen students act as instructors. The students are in the assistant in the science faculty: three this year and seven in charge of History 2 sections. Miss Alice A. L. Living, instructor in biology, is in charge of Cornell University. Her section will return next February 15th for the second part of the term.

The students who are assistants in the science faculty are: Alice Z. Bernhard, 28, and Arnold Copping, 28. Those assisting in biology are: Virginia, 29, and Paul Waterman, 28. In chemistry the assistants are: Robert Copping, 28; Joseph Hervey, 28; Louise Treat, 28; Frank O. Maris, 28; Rabel Bitter, 28; and Frederick Appley, 28.

The students conducting History are: Karen Reiner, 28; Emily Yett, 28; Elbridge Pratt, 28; and Anna Lovallo, 28.

2 Faculty Members Get Leave to Study. Professor Martin Caroline Pickard, director of the library school, and Miss Anne L. Bunting, supervisor of practice in the library school, will study during their leave of absence this year, according to President A. E. Beach. Professor Pickard will attend the library school of Chicago University during the winter months. He is studying in one semester in the university and seven in the library. His work is adopted by several colleges and normal schools. The book is the result of several years of study and contact with special problems gained in contact with the hundreds of students of State College.

Educators praise Dean Pierce's book. "The book has been endorsed by several social directors and plans, including those at the University of Michigan, the College of the City of Detroit, University of Western Maryland College, University of Colorado, Massachusetts State Normal School and Other State College for Women."

"Fundamental Understanding." "No one has constructed so comprehensive a work as Miss Pierce in this field. The book is the opinion of Miss Catherine E. Reed, director of the college of home economics, University of California, Buffalo, Miss Reed is the author of the book. The book was presented to the new vice-president of the association of teachers. Certainly none has been based on more fundamental understanding of student social guidance character. The frequent questions, clear and refreshing, are so full of understanding with rare thought and philosophy of education that she possesses which the receptive student can understand. The student is the result of several years of study and contact with special problems gained in contact with the hundreds of students of State College."
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His work is adopted by several colleges and normal schools. The book is the result of several years of study and contact with special problems gained in contact with the hundreds of students of State College.
STATE HARRIERS MEET

The State College sport program will under fire this week, as the basketball and baseball teams face each other. The basketball teams will meet at 3:15 p.m. on the Turf, while the baseball game will be played at 4:00 p.m. at the local field.

WHY STUDENT TAX WILL SOAR

The State College board of trustees has voted to increase the student tax by 20%. The increased tax will be used to fund the increased cost of operations, including increased faculty salaries and maintenance costs.

NEWCOMN CLUB HOSTS

SOPHOMORE MEETING

Kappa Delta Phi, one of the oldest and most prestigious sororities on campus, will host the Sophomore Meeting on Wednesday night. The meeting will feature a guest speaker and a variety of activities, including a talent show and a dance.

LUTHERANS TO FORM PROGRAM THIS YEAR

The Lutherans To Form Program will begin this year with a series of events and activities aimed at promoting Lutheranism on campus. The program will include services, lectures, and social events.

State College News, October 5, 1928
Diary of MVSFANA. on the other hand, found haven't heard any freshman or even garten children might find pleasure in well planned and successful carried mil, more class nor of the college. It was party enjoyable. She said, "I think sophomore who said that he or she really had a good time."

The freshmen-sophomore so-called "get wise" parties are dwindling in popu­ larity and few exceptions to this opinion were found among the students and none among the faculty. One freshman especially expressed that it was a clever idea. The approach to all of this, think about the parties failures, the instiga­tors of all of this, think about the parties themselves of just how bad, when interviewed, honestly replied, "They're very bad. The atmosphere were very subordi­ nate, so to say the least."

As a whole it was rather fun, but I did not really have a good time. Miss Davis, also a freshman, said, "I do not think there was anything specific about it, or very clever." Some of the "get wise" parties are very enthusiastic. It was only a genuine, and kiddy, like high school parties.

CANDY_gallery

283 Central Avenue (near Robin)
Saldos - Pastry and Toasted Sandwiches
Every sandwich made up fresh to individual order

The "On-Tray" Cafeteria
253 Central Avenue
Between Robinson and Lake
Albany, N. Y.

PETRODAGUE TO CHANGE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
"While the Pedagogue board does not propose the addition of any new departments this year, it does plan to improve several of the traditional ones, Josephine Brown, editor-in-chief of the senior yearbook said yesterday. The departments in which changes will be made are the athletic department which will be enlarged, and the banner and snapshot departments which are to be presented in a different manner.

The art theme of the book will remain secret until the publication before holiday. It has been decided to present one, Miss Brown said.

By the way, the writer that she does not believe the any particular student, officer or class, who was present at Friday's party for a part, any fun or enjoyment out of such antics, students of college standing. I never usually have facilities for handling press, and in the students. There is always someone who, in the notes that chance the particular party that took place but Friday, nothing unusual on the press may be valorizing, but I think that plenty of other exhibition antics could be found that would be likely to be followed by unfavorable effects.

Miss Davis, also a member of the faculty, said, "I think that the "get wise" party is the only undergraduate function she attends every year.

"There is nothing about it," she said in an interview, "that is in keeping with the college atmosphere. I have attended several of these parties, and from what I have noticed, I question whether even the most desirable percentage of the students enjoy them. These affairs are usually crude, probably because those who engineer them have not sufficient time to make them pleasant. They are not and he in fact and understanding of those who attend them."

Dr. C. Caroline Croswile, college physi­ cian, declared that the "gel-wise" party is the only undergraduate function she attends every year.

"There is nothing about it," she said in an interview, "that is in keeping with the college atmosphere. I have attended several of these parties, and from what I have noticed, I question whether even the most desirable percentage of the students enjoy them. These affairs are usually crude, probably because those who engineer them have not sufficient time to make them pleasant. They are not and he in fact and understanding of those who attend them."